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ABSTRACT
An improved ant colony optimization (IACO) is proposed to solve three-dimensional multi-task programming under finite-
time constraints. The algorithm introduces the artificial preemptive coefficient matrix into the transfer probability formula,
which makes results convergence and also reduces the convergence time of the algorithm. Following the principle that there is
no pheromone on the path where the ants are just beginning to forage in reality, the pheromone is initially zero, and the ant’s
self-guided ability is fully utilized, which enhances the random exploration ability of the ant algorithm for the entire solution
space. By introducing the variable dimension vector coefficient and the time adaptive factor of transfer probability, the search
probability in the inferior solution set is reduced and the convergence speed of the algorithm is increased. Finally, through the
simulation on the random map and comparison with the traditional ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, and
tabu search algorithm, the superiority of the IACO proposed in this paper is demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
technology, intelligent UAV will have greater prospects for future
military and civilian applications, especially significant researching
in the future battlefield or under extreme circumstances to replace
human work. At present, the research on UAV mission planning
mainly focuses on the task allocation in two-dimensional space.
According to the characteristics of the task, the intelligent optimiza-
tion algorithm is used to solve the problem [1,2], and a series of opti-
mal or suboptimal sequence points are generated within a limited
time. Finally, a feasible track is generated by the Dubins path, PH
path, and Clothoid path method. Shortest path problem is a classi-
cal problem in computer science but many inspired algorithms suf-
fer from a low converge speed. To solve this problem, a Bayesian
iteration rule is proposed in [3]. In the actual battlefield condi-
tions, UAV must face a variety of uncertain environments such as
peaks, ravines, weather, and enemy threats and itmust also consider
constraints such as range, flight altitude, and concealment, as well
as the time-coupled characteristics of missions. Three-dimensional
task assignment based on finite-time constraints in complex ran-
dom environments is the premise for the intelligent implementa-
tion of UAV, except for the comprehensive consideration of the
environmental information, dynamics, and kinematic constraints
of UAVs, and it also considers the order, time and cost of the tasks
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performed by the UAV, as well as the solving time and the stability
of results.

Traditional UAV mission planning uses heuristic algorithms, such
as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarmoptimization (PSO), sim-
ulated annealing algorithm, tabu search (TS) algorithm, and ant
colony optimization (ACO), all of which are inspired by certain
phenomena and laws of nature. A bio-inspired method was pro-
posed to address transportation network design, which adopts a
physarum-inspired algorithm with sequential attractants, and uti-
lizes the gravity model to predict transportation flux in each city
pair [4]. The main factors extracted to form the mathematical
model are used to solve the combinatorial optimization problem
in mathematics, and the optimal or suboptimal solution is given
within a reasonable time. A network dividing method is presented
inspired by the natural phenomena of bacterial growth, division,
and competition [5]. In solving discrete problems, GAs are more
commonly used, but the Hamming cliff problem is easy to appear
[6]. In solving the extremum problem in the number domain,
the particle swarm algorithm is more commonly used because the
computational programming is simple and the problem is solved
quickly. The disadvantage is that it is easy to trap into local optima
[7], and the algorithm cannot obtain the optimal solution. In
solving large-scale combinatorial problems, simulated annealing
algorithm is a kind of powerful local search ability with short
running time [8].However, there is a problem that is greatly affected
by the initial parameters and the overall searchability is poor. The
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ACO is simple and scalable [9]. It is used to solve symmetric TSP
and asymmetric TSP, as well as assignment problem and vehicle-
scheduling problem. It has in-depth research and application both
from theory and application.

This paper deals with the problem of multi-target task planning
based on finite-time constraints in random 3D maps and proposes
an improved ant colony optimization (IACO) based on other algo-
rithms based on finite-time constraints with the advantages of other
algorithms, so an IACO is proposed. A typical non-deterministic
polynomial (NP-hard) combination optimization problem of the
on-wait flow shop is solved by the original hybrid ACO based on
the mechanism of crossover and mutation [10], which has com-
bined the idea of a gene with replication, crossover, andmutation to
explore the next destination for the ants. Taking the dynamic prop-
erties of UAVs into account, Roberge [11] compared the complex,
compute feasible, and quasi-optimal trajectories using the GA and
the PSO algorithm. Perez-Carabaza [9] presented a novel method
of IACO to explore the UAVs’ trajectories for a lost target in the
minimum time. Kurdi [12] benchmarked the performance of the
proposed approach about autonomous task allocation for multi-
UAVs based on the locust and elastic behavior in response to impe-
tus. Unmanned aerial vehicle systems can be a data acquisition
platform in [13], and a measurement instrument for surveying of
three-dimensional mapping. An improved distributed ACO algo-
rithm [14], which is presented to carry out the mission planning
and generate waypoints adopts the distributed control architecture
which divides the global optimization problem into several local
optimization problems. The vehicle routing problem with simul-
taneous pickup and delivery is a popular extension of basic Vehi-
cle Routing Problem of NP-hard in real word [15], which has been
solved by a hybrid metaheuristic algorithm based on a colony sys-
tem and a variable neighborhood search.

At present,most of theUAVmission planning uses cost functions to
simplify the calculations by turning complicate three-dimensional
problem to a two-dimensional problem, but the use of height infor-
mation and transcendental information is not sufficient, and the
time constraints between actual mission points are not considered.
The performance of the planned mission points after flight path
optimization is poor, and the existing task planning algorithm is
not universal and the convergence time is not stable. In this paper,
an IACO is proposed for multi-mission planning under finite-time
constraints in a random three-dimensional environment. Themain
contributions are as follows:

1. Based on the original ACO, the artificial preemptive coefficient
matrix is added to the heuristic factor in the transfer probabil-
ity formula, and the corresponding weights are set according
to the order requirements of the task and the task group under
finite-time constraints. On account of the normalization pro-
cess improving the guidance of the solution space, the artificial
preemptive coefficient matrix introduced accelerates the con-
vergence time of the algorithm, avoids falling into local opti-
mization, and improves the intelligence of the algorithm.

2. Following the law of ant foraging in practice, the pheromones
at the beginning of each iteration are set to zero, which
reduces human interference, ensures the autonomy of ants, and
enhances the ability of ants to explore the entire solution space.

Therefore, the probability of the optimal solution is raised in
each iteration.

3. Introducing the variable dimension vector coefficient of proba-
bility transfer, the probability transfer formula is clustered, and
the randomness of the exploring the entire solution space is
increased in conjunction with artificial prior information and
weak pheromones in the early stages of the algorithm. Then the
probability of the optimal solution is further guaranteed.

4. The time adaptive factor of probability transfer is added. As
the number of iterations increases, the modified algorithm
can adapt the exploration strategy and self-guide more ants to
search in noninferior solution space, thereby ensuring the opti-
mal solution and improving the convergence speed.

Finally, through the simulation and comparison on a randommap,
the effectiveness of the IACO proposed in this paper is verified,
and the requirements of multi-mission programming of drones in
an unknown three-dimensional environment and under finite-time
constraints are met. Compared with the traditional ACO, particle
swarm algorithm and TS algorithm, the convergence time and opti-
mal result have been improved significantly.

2. MULTI-MISSION MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Selection Principle

The actual Battlefield where the UAV is located is extremely com-
plex. It is necessary to consider both the natural geographical envi-
ronment and the radar reconnaissance area and the fire threat area
of the enemy. Taking the various influencing factors of actual oper-
ations into account, the complexity and difficulty of the model are
increased, but the effectiveness of the algorithm is guaranteed. Dur-
ing the implementation of the mission planning for UAVs [16,17],
the ups and downs of the terrain affect the climb and fall of the
UAV,making UAV frequently accelerate and brake, which results in
increasing the fuel consumption and reducing the concealment of
the UAV.Due to the blocking of hills and peaks, UAVmust turn and
fly to the destinations, so the cost of the voyage must be increased.
Setting the threshold f

(
x0
)
of the random tracking segment as eval-

uation index, it is used to quantify the flying and maneuver process
of the UAV during the implementation of the mission, and make
sure the UAV is given priority to smooth climb while the mission
priorities remain the same, thus avoiding drastic changes in the
climb and dive in the mission area of concentration. Therefore, fol-
low the principle of Equation (1) to select the next task point.

Tim = {Tij, f
(
xij
)
< f

(
x0
)

Tik, f
(
xik

)
< f

(
xij
) ,

(
j,m, k ∈ allow

)
(1)

where the evaluation threshold f
(
x0
)
indicates the safe flight of

UAV to arbitrary destination; f
(
xij
)
is segmental evaluation func-

tion of height and horizontal distance from the task i to the task j;
variable x = [l h 𝜃] in function f (⋅) contains the horizontal dis-
tance, flight altitude, and turning angle that must be met.
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2.2. Problem of Tasks Coupling Constraints

To validate the feasibility and generality of the IACO proposed
in this paper, any random points are arbitrarily generated on the
abovementioned randommap to carry out task planning in a three-
dimensional map [11]. In the actual battlefield, the enemy’s tar-
gets are often dispersed, that is, there is a chain effect between
the mission points, so it is necessary to continuously attack the
entire target group and minimize the enemy’s resistance time. As
shown in Figure 1, due to the inter-coupling of some task points
T = {T06,T10,T14}, theUAVmust continue to execute vested tasks.
A self-organized search and attack algorithm is designed to gener-
ate path points [18], and then a Dubins curve is used to connect the
path points smoothly.

2.3. Cost Function of Mission Planning

Fuel, sensors, flight speed, turning radius, acceleration, and climb-
ing capability, as well as the environment in which the UAV is oper-
ating, which will affect the effectiveness of the UAV’s performance.
To facilitate calculations, the distance, variation in height, and the
angle are used as evaluation indicators of the cost function. The
UAV can escape the enemy’s radar detection in the low active area
of flight, ensuring that the UAV is flying in the absolute safety zone.
The smaller altitude changes, the smaller corner, the fewer turns,
and the smaller flight distance are, the better the performance the
UAV have. The feasible coefficient of the planned task assignment
is high, which facilitates further track smoothing and generates a
flying track point. Creating an indicator function:

min ∶ J =
n+1
∑
i=1

(𝜔1 ⋅ Lk + 𝜔2 ⋅ Rk + 𝜔3 ⋅ Pk) (2)

where the J is comprehensive optimization index function,
Lk

(
Lengthk

)
indicates the cost of all planned range, Rk (Riskk)

represents the cost of the adventure, that is, the cost of nav-
igation in a discreet area of flight, Pk

(
Performancek

)
repre-

sents that the performance of the planned segment is evaluated,

Figure 1 Distribution diagram of coupling points in a certain area.

including height changes and corner changes. The 𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3
(𝜔1 + 𝜔2 + 𝜔3 = 1) represent the weight coefficients of Lk,Rk, Pk
respectively, and then Lk,Rk, Pk need to be normalized before they
can be used as evaluation indicators for the final mission planning.

3. AN IACO FOR MULTI-TASK AND
MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS OF UAV

The ACO was proposed by Marco Dorigo, a famous Italian scholar,
in 1991 [19]. It is a Bionic evolutionary heuristic optimization
algorithm that simulates ant population foraging. It was originally
used to solve the shortest path for the salesman problem and later
evolved to solve the optimal problem of multi-objective combina-
tions, asymmetric TSP, and unbalanced assignment problem. For
the invisible ant, relying on the collaboration of the entire ant sys-
tem, by leaving a message that can be recognized by other ants on
the crawling path, the ant will explore other paths with a certain
probability for the intersection without pheromones, while other
ants will always follow the path of high pheromone concentration
with a greater probability and then leaving new pheromones. Even-
tually, the shortest path from food to ant nest is formed, and the
entire ant system shows a high degree of social coordination and
self-organization.

3.1. Introduction to Basic ACO

The two core parts of the basic ACO are stating transfer and the
updating of pheromones [20]. The option of each ant from one tar-
get point to the next in the multi-task assignment process is an
important factor in determining the merits of the algorithm. The
transfer probability of the ksh ant from point i to point i + 1 is

Pkij =
⎧⎪
⎨⎪
⎩

[𝜏ij (t)]
𝛼 [𝜂ij (t)]

𝛽

∑
s∈ak

[𝜏is (t)]𝛼 [𝜂is (t)]𝛽
, j ∈ ak

0 , else

(3)

where ak is the set of targets that the kth ant can reach at the next
moment t, and the complement that is equal to the collection, tabuk
represents TS table of the kth ant and is equal to the target point
that the kth ant has passed. 𝜏ij (t) denots the pheromone from tar-
get i to target j at time t. 𝜂ij indicates the transcendental heuristic
information obtained by the k-ant from target i to target j, which is
usually the reciprocal of the distance between the two target points
without human participation.; 𝛼 and 𝛽 represent the pheromone
importance factor and the transcendental heuristic information
importance factor, respectively. The pheromones of the ant colony
volatilize with time, in this way, the pheromones that only a small
number of ants walk the path gradually decrease, while pheromones
that a large number of ants walk the path continue to increase, and
then ant pheromones will be superimposed and updated once every
iteration.

𝜏ij (t + 1) = (1 − 𝜌) 𝜏ij (t) (4)

𝜏ij (t + 1) = 𝜏ij (t) +
m

∑
k=1

Δ𝜏kij (t) (5)
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where 𝜌 𝜌 ∈ (0, 1) is the pheromone volatilization coefficient,
Δk
ij indicates the pheromones released by the k-ant as it passes

through the segment from target i to the target j, following the
principles:

Δk
ij (t) = {

1
dij

, if segment
(
i, j
)
is in Tk

0 , else
(6)

Before each iteration, it needs to empty the TS table tabuk, return
the ant to the original point, initialize the parameters, after which
a new iteration can be executed. The original ACO can solve the
optimal or suboptimal solution of the multi-objective combination
problem quickly. However, with the self-constraints and complexity
of the environment increasing, the optimization performance of the
ACO is not ideal, and the traditional ACO is also easy to fall into
local optimization and is difficult to find the optimal solution

3.2. Introducing Human Impact Factors

In the traditional and the previous IACO, less consideration is given
to the preemptive information [21]. Most of the improved meth-
ods for ACO are limited to the optimization of the transfer proba-
bility mechanism and pheromone update rule, which improves the
convergence speed of the algorithm to a certain extent, and also
guarantees the reliability of the algorithm to solve the optimal or
suboptimal solution. In this paper, more transcendental informa-
tion is studied into the design of the algorithm. The artificial influ-
ence factors, including the optimal solution of known local subsets,
task sequence exclusion and coupling, will reduce the dimension
of the problem and increase the solving speed of the algorithm. In
the IACO, the artificial influence coefficient vector that can be used
after the artificial influence factor is normalized is introduced into
the distance enlightenment information in the transfer probability
formula, which makes optimization time reduced and the conver-
gence of the algorithm increased.

Pkij =
⎧⎪
⎨⎪
⎩

[𝜏ij (t)]
𝛼 [𝜂ij (t) ⋅ 𝜈−1ij ]𝛽

∑
s⊂allowk

[𝜏is (t)]𝛼 [𝜂is (t) ⋅ 𝜈−1is ]𝛽
, j ∈ allowk

0 , else

(7)

where allowk represents the collection that the kth ant will search,
v−1ij is the transcendental information from the target i to the target
j that is used to represent the normalized representation of artificial
information factors facter

(
factern×n = [aij]n×n

)
, and it is given to

guide the ant’s tendency or away from the target j. If there is a strong
temporal correlation between the task i and the task j or there is
artificial prior information, that is, the flight safety between the two
mission points is high, aij = C (C > 1), otherwise aij = 1. n is the
number of task points. At the same time, combined with Section
2.3, there is a limited time constraint onmulti-mission planning for
the execution sequence of a series within a certain area.

3.3. Normalizing the Weight Coefficient and
the Artificial Influence Coefficient

In solving the problem through mathematical methods, multivari-
ate parameter data set need to be normalized. In this paper, we use
normalization L2. Norms L2 of vector w (w1,w2,⋯wn) is defined
as norm (w) = √w2

1 + w2
1 +⋯w2

n , and w is normalized as nor-
malization L2, and then a mapping from w to w′ is created to make
norms L2 of w′ unity 1.

norm
(
w′)=√w2

1 + w1
2 +⋯+ w2

n

norm (w) = 1 (8)

w′
i =

wi
norm (w) (9)

3.4. The Variable Dimension Vector
Coefficient and the Time Adaptive
Factor

The traditional ACO relies on roulette to select the next target point,
which is highly random and has a slow convergence rate. Inspired
by neural networks and in-depth learning [22], the greater proba-
bility of randomness in the initial stage of searching for food, the
easier it is to find the optimal solution. After the ants find the food,
the optimal or suboptimal solution will concentrate on the routing
of the higher pheromone. In the early stages of the algorithm, the
randomness of ants is increased like the particle swarm algorithm,
thus increasing the full exploration of the entire solution space. In
the middle and late stages of the algorithm, the noninferior solu-
tion space has been formed, increasing the degree of the pheromone
concentration and the heuristic information, reducing the proba-
bility of exploring the segment with low pheromone concentration
and small heuristic information, thus increasing the probability
of solving the optimal solution [23,24]. At the same time, it also
improves the computational efficiency of the improved algorithm
and greatly reduces the number of iterations for the improved algo-
rithm. The transfer probability Pkij is correlated with time, which
reduces the search time in the inferior space and increases the con-
vergence speed of the algorithm. After adding the time adaptive
factor of transfer probability and the variable dimension vector
coefficient, the transfer probability is

Q
k
ij (t) = 𝜉

k

ij (t) P
k
ij (t) , j ∈ allowk (10)

𝜉kij (t) =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

𝜍1,1 ⋯ 𝜍1,n
⋮ . .

.

𝜍n,rank(allow)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(11)

where 𝜉
k

ij is the variable dimension vector coefficient for the kth ant
frommission i to mission j j ∈ allowk, which is an upper triangular
matrix such as formula (15), and it is also a time-related function,
𝜍kij (t) = 𝜅 (t), as shown in Figure 2.

Where the time adaptive factor 𝜅 (t), a = t1 represents the first
number of iterations. b, c, d indicate the number of iterations in the
previous search, the number of iterations in the mid-term search,
and the number of iterations in the final search respectively.
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Figure 2 Time-dependent function diagram in variable
dimension vector coefficients of transfer probability.

3.5. Ant Colony Foraging Pheromones in
Reality

In the actual process of ants foraging, for pheromones 𝜏ij (t), there
is no pheromone on any path at the time t = 0, but in the current
ACO, the initialization of pheromones at the initial stage is a con-
stant value that is not equal to zero, which will limit exploring of
optimal space for the ant colony. This paper returning to the actual
ant foraging situation, the initial pheromone concentration is zero,
ensuring that the ant colony has a full search for space.

𝜏ij (t) = {
0 , t = 0
(1 − 𝜌) 𝜏ij , t ≠ 0

(12)

𝜏ij = 𝜏ij +
m

∑
ij
Δ𝜏kij (13)

where 𝜏ij (t) is the result of the pheromone accumulation with time
increasing on each path, and other ideas still use the original prin-
ciple. The flow of each step in IACO is shown in Figure 3.

3.6. Convergence Analysis of Improved ACO

The pheromone concentration of IACO gradually increases fol-
lowing ant colony transfer probability randomness in the initial
stage, and the concentration of pheromones tends to stabilize in
the middle stage of the algorithm, and then the concentration of
pheromones continues to increase on the better path, on the con-
trary, the concentration of pheromones on the high-cost routes is
gradually decreasing. Using the pheromone lower limit to analyze
the convergence of ACO [21], when the number of cycles is t →∞,
the optimal solution can also be converged by a certain probabil-
ity range. The modified ACO in this paper is designed to solve the
three-dimensional multi-mission planning under time constraints.
The proof is as follows:

Assumption1: If 𝜏max is the maximum value of pheromone 𝜏ij for
each of the cycles, there is ∀𝜏ij, satisfies the following formula:

Figure 3 Flowchart of improved ant colony optimization.

𝜏max = f
(⌢
s
)
≥ lim

t→∞
𝜏ij (t) (14)

In any iteration, the maximum pheromone concentration of seg-
ment from i to j is f

(⌢
s
)
. After the iteration t = 1, the pheromone

concentration of segment from i to j is known by the pheromone
update rule f

(⌢
s
)
; and after the iteration t = 2, the pheromone

concentration of segment from i to j is (1 − 𝜌) ⋅ f
(⌢
s
)
+ f

(⌢
s
)
,

which shows that after the iteration t the maximum pheromone
concentration is

𝜏max
ij (t) =

t

∑
i=1

(1 − 𝜌)t−1 ⋅ f
(⌢
s
)

(15)
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On account of 𝜌 ∈ (0, 1)

lim
t→∞

𝜏max
ij (t) = 1

𝜌 f
(⌢
s
)

(16)

Assumption2: Let R∗ (t) be the appearing probability of the optimal
solution

⌢
s in the iteration tth search of the IACO.When t →∞, for

∀𝜀 > 0, the following formula is established:

R∗ (t) ≥ 1 − 𝜀 , lim
t→∞

R∗ (t) = 1 (17)

In the IACOn, the initialization of pheromones is limited, and the
traditional proof is difficult to continue to prove its convergence. It
is known from the foregoing that each iteration has the limit of the
largest amount of pheromones f

(⌢
s
)
. Then for noninferior solu-

tions the selection probability is rmin > 0, and it is satisfied with

Rmin ≥ R̂min =
𝜉 ⋅ 𝜏𝛼min

(
𝜂v−1

)𝛽
min

(m − 1) 𝜏𝛼max (𝜂v−1)𝛽max + 𝜏𝛼min (𝜂v−1)𝛽min

> 0 (18)

wherem is the number ofmissions that need to be planned. For any-
one segment, the probability of R̂ ≥ R̂ms

min > 0 is satisfied. Assuming
that there is an ant found an optimal solution, it will be recorded in
feasible solution space. Eventually, the global convergence will be
to the optimal solution. The lower bound of R∗ (t) is

R∗ (t) = 1 −
(
1 − R̂

)t (19)

In summary, for ∀𝜀 > 0, when t → ∞, there is a formula
lim
t→∞

R∗ (t) ≥ 1 − 𝜀 satisfied.

4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In order to verify the commonality and effectiveness of the IACO,
any randomly generated in a three-dimensional space with an aver-
age height of 0.8 Km, X-direction 300 Km, and Y-direction 300 Km.
When the UAV executes the missions, it must maintain a certain
vertical height from every target point, and the minimum value is
set as 0.1 Km in this article. To form an effective comparison, ran-
domly generated data are preserved and verified by simulation of
PSO and TS algorithm. For the single simulation of ACO and PSO,
the population scale is 30 and the number of iterations is 200. A
total of 100 times Monte Carlo simulations are performed to find
the optimal solution each time and comparison results for each iter-
ation are shown in Figure 4.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the basic ACO, PSO, TS algorithm, and
the IACO proposed in this paper can converge for iteration 200
times. In 100 times Monte Carlo simulation experiments: the final
solution of the basic PSO is stable at 1400, with a fluctuation range
of 100, and the algorithm takes an average time of 4.4080 sec-
onds; the solution of the PSO is stable near 2250, with a fluctua-
tion range of 250, and the algorithm consumes an average time of
3.8290 seconds; the final solution of the TS algorithm is stable at
1300, with the fluctuation range is 100, and the algorithm takes an
average time of 2.5165 seconds; the IACO eventually stabilized at
1200 approximately, with a fluctuation range of 60, and the algo-
rithm consumed an average time of 4.7139 seconds.

From Figures 4–6, it can be seen that the four algorithms converge
to the optimal or suboptimal value after 200 iterations. The basic
ACO accumulates the pheromones in the process of searching and
eventually converges to the optimal or suboptimal solution in the
later iteration of the algorithm. When iterated to 176 times, it sta-
bilized; PSO can solve small-scale task assignment problems, but it
is easy to fall into local optimal when multi-constrained large-scale
three-dimensional multi-mission planning. Although the TS algo-
rithm can converge quickly, it is difficult to obtain an optimal solu-
tion; the IACO not only converges faster than the previous three
algorithms but also converges to the optimal value only by no more
than 35 iterations. Through 100 times of Monte Carlo simulations,
it is confirmed that the IACO rarely falls into the local optimiza-
tion, and the planned segments are feasible and easy to further track
planning.

In the solution the finite-time-coupling problem using IACO, the
artificial preemptive information is added. Since some missions
T {T06,T10,T14} are strongly coupled in a group, and the mis-
sions must be completed in the shortest time. In the IACO to solve
this problem, an artificial transcendental information factor 𝜈−1 is
added in themodel, so the cost function of theUAV increases. At the
beginning of the algorithm in the IACO, because the pheromone is
zero, the entire solution space can be fully explored, besides, with
the influence of the time adaptive factor function 𝜅 (t) on the prob-
ability transfer rules, the pheromones of the optimal path gradually
increase. And with the influence of artificial transcendental infor-
mation guidance, most ants will unanimously choose the optimal
path, whichmakes IACO converge to an optimal solution at 27 iter-
ations, and still retain a small number of ants to explore new solu-
tions in later. The final result, as shown in Figure 7, is that each
segment does not cross, and it also guarantees that there will be
no other mission interference when performing time-coupled mis-
sionsT {T06,T10,T14}. And the generated segments can be further
optimized for dubins route planning.

The IACO proposed in this paper solves the three-dimensional
multi-task programming problem with finite-time constraints. As
Figure 8 shows, the convergence speed is fast, and the algorithm is
stable and good. The optimal or suboptimal solution always appears
from the final solution of each time and the average time of the
IACO is 4.9344s for 100 timesMonte Carlo simulation, which satis-
fies the requirement of fast convergence speed and feasible solution.

The algorithm proposed in this paper has obvious advantages in
solving multi-objective optimization problems. In particular, it has
a nice effect on multi-task coupled, translucent, target-time con-
strained problems. It is worth noting that the realization of this
advantage is the utilization of prior information and artificial influ-
encing factors. In addition, the variable dimension vector coeffi-
cient and the time adaptive factormake algorithm have strategies to
search for the optimal solution, which enhances the adaptive ability
of the algorithm.

5. CONCLUSION

The IACOproposed in this paper has been compared with the basic
ACO, PSO, TS algorithm in detail about the convergence time and
task distribution effect by 100 times Monte Carlo simulation and
the advantages of IACO is fast convergence speed, good stability,
and strong applicability. The IACO makes full use of more prior
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Figure 4 Comparison of optimal results between the improved ant colony optimization
and the other three algorithms simulated 100 times.

Figure 5 The comparison graph of convergence time between the improved ant
colony optimization and the other three algorithms simulated 100 times.

information and increases the intelligence and controllability of the
algorithm. According to the actual foraging ways of ants, the initial
pheromone is set to zero, which enlarges the random search abil-
ity of the algorithm in the entire solution space and increases the
probability of the occurrence of the optimal solution or suboptimal
solution. The introduction of the variable dimension vector coeffi-
cient and time adaptive factor have correlated the transfer probabil-
ity with time, making the transfer probability of algorithm strategic

in the former, middle, and later stage, which can guarantee the full
search of the entire solution space in the previous period and it can
ensure the convergence of algorithms in the middle and late, as a
result, the optimal solution can be obtained. The IACO presented
in this paper is effective in solvingmulti-constrainedmissions plan-
ning problems in the complex three-dimensional environment for
UAV, and the algorithm is operable and practical. Through many
simulations, it is proved that the IACO is stable and converges fast.
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Figure 6 Comparison of the results of the average and optimal values of any random set in four algorithms.

Figure 7 Improved ant colony optimization (IACO) solving
multi-mission planning problem base on finite-time constraints.

Figure 8 Results of improved ant colony optimization (IACO) solving time-coupling multi-mission
planning for 100 times Monte Carlo simulation.
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